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A picture is worth a thousand words, but I only need three: You. Are. Mine.The life I lead isn't for the

faint of heart. A man like me has to say what he means.Take what he wants.And fight to keep what

he has.Erica thought she would be safe behind her camera. Little did she know she was teetering

on the edge of the rabbit hole.When she sees something she shouldn't have,she falls in.She's lucky

I showed up when I did. Without me, she'd be thrown to the wolves.Torn apart. Devoured.But it

doesn't take long before she starts to wonder. Is she better off on her ownâ€¦â€¦or at the mercy of the

beast inside me?At the end of the day, it doesn't matter.I tell her how it is:"Moan as loud as you

want, babe.You aren't going anywhere."Bounty is a full-length, standalone romance novel with

steamy hot sex, strong language, a happily ever after ending, and NO CLIFFHANGERS. Contains

dark and disturbing themes, and over-the-top sexiness that may be uncomfortable for some

readers. Perfect for fans of Sam Crescent, Jenika Snow, L Wilder, Sabrina Paige, Lauren Landish,

Vanessa Waltz, Jordan Marie, and Nicole Snow.For a limited time, you get a FREE bonus book:

MONSTER. Bounty ends at ~50%.If you like both books, be sure to check out another standalone

MC romance by Zoey Parker, TROUBLE.
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I am a bit on a MC genre bender at the moment, but having recently read some mediocre books on

the subject I was hesitant to embrace an new Author, so I thought I read the sample first and go

from there. Well I loved the sample and thought that I found another winner, but as the story

progressed I knew that there were just too many flaws for me to enjoy it. I initially liked our main

characters, but Vince soon made such stupid mistakes that I could not picture him as the president

of the MC, and the same for our heroine. And lets not forget the unprotected sex, I know its all make

believe, but in this day and age it should be a given. I always hate when I don't connect with a book,

especially since there were so many positive reviews, as for me I won't be following the rest of the

series.

The plot was good, most of the story was well written. There were a few twists that I didn't expect,

but made the story more exciting. Overall the book was a good read. I would probably read another

book in this series if one comes out.

I love this book and the characters, that makeup a wonderful story. I can't put down the book, when

I start to read, because I have to find out, what is going to happen next with the characters. Good

storiesðŸ˜€.

The first story is Erica and Vince's story. She is a photographer who goes into the wrong part of

town and witnesses a murder. Vince is the hot alpha male on a bike who saves her. When a rival

gang steals her away there is going to be a big fight with a good ending.This book also contains

Monster also by Zoey Parker. I didn't read this book since I read it a few weeks ago. I recommend

this author to anyone who likes to read about MC.

The characters were well written. Chemistry was scorchingly hawt! The storyline grabbed my

attention from the start. Taking you through the roller coaster journey for Vince and Erica before

anyone is able to consider a HEA. This MC has a lot of grit to show so come on for a ride you don't

want to miss where redemption is never too late.

This book was not an MC book. Yes it was about a MC but it was a poor excuse for one. The

president didn't have the character or personality to be a leader. He couldn't make decisions. In

other MC books all the presidents are strong and have strong character. The storyline was rushed.



The part that the club went against another club,it was anti climatic and not at all exciting.

I received a complimentary copy from the author...Zoey Parker's books always start off with good

bang; well in this case a murder. I loved the characters in this book they all brought some fun to the

story.Now this all starts when Erica decides to visit the more tougher part of town and witnesses

something better left unseen. Which leads us to Vince who was taking a ride on his motorcycle to

figure some club business and happened to save her. Now I don't want to give anything away, but

this book had love, passion, friendship, betrayal and murder. Kept me on my toes wondering who

was the bad guy and what were they trying to achieve.

I enjoyed reading this book. There were some grammar issues, but other than that it was exciting

and sexy and entertaining. It is a stand alone book. I like that you can read the whole book and be

done. Not have to find the next one to continue the story. I have read other books by Zoey Parker

as well and they are all very similar but still different in their own ways.
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